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Chapter 2991 
After this round, they would have gotten three golden treasures in total, while Chaos 
Continent would only have four. The difference would just be on e. As long as their 
alchemists worked a bit harder, they might even end up getting the golden treasure from 
the eighth group. Then they would be on equal footing with Chaos Continent. It would 
mean that their alchemists were no weaker than Chaos Continent’s. 

“This really vents out my frustrations! The alchemists from Chaos Continent always act 
so arrogantly toward us. They always feel like they’re the best. Now it looks like they’re 
nothing special. We just lost out to them because of some luck and time. In the rounds 
after this, we’ll definitely win back all of our honor!” 

“That’s right! I’ve already said before this that we’ll definitely win back everything we’ve 
lost! The Chaos Continent has already exhausted all of its talents, while we still have a 
lot of our top talents!” 

The White Marsh Continent seemed to be celebrating as if it was a festival. The 
alchemists from the other two continents were much quieter. The quietest of them all 
was the Hestia Continent’s side. 

Nash had a hopeless look on his face. He had thought that he would be able to get third 
place, but that was actually the end result. Even though Nash was confident in himself, 
he was not confident to the point of arrogance. Even Emilio was only able to get third 
place, which meant that he was definitely out of the running. He wondered who the 
second and first place would be. 

Hestia Continent‘s alchemists started to console Nash, “Nash, you don‘t have to be too 
sad. It looks like there’s something off about this. Even Emilio was only able to get third 
place. There must be someone else who’s amazingly skilled. It’s all just luck!” 

“That’s right, it’s just the seventh group. There‘s still more after this. We’ll definitely still 
be able to get a treasure!” 

Nash sighed deeply. The words of consolation did not get through to him at all. He 
merely felt helpless in his heart. After all, he had been sixty to seventy percent 
confident, only to end up having all his hopes extinguished. He felt incredibly bad, but 
there was nothing he could do about it. 

Jackie frowned as he looked into the air. 

After the wizened voice announced the results, it went silent. 



Jackie only had one thought in mind at the moment, which was for all the results to be 
read out. Maybe sensing Jackie’s hopes, the old voice could be heard again. 

“The third place, Emilio‘s results are so. The Purple Sun Pill was barely successful. Of 
them, three thousand eight hundred and twenty pill runes are at sixty percent 
refinement. One thousand seven hundred and eighty pill runes are at fifty percent 
refinement.” 

The results were already so detailed, leaving Emilio no room to say anything. Hearing 
the results, Emilio sighed deeply. 

After the old voice announced that, it did not stop like before. Instead, it continued to 
speak, “Second place, the winner of the bronze treasure is Ethan. Ethan’s results are as 
follows. Purple Sun Pill was barely successful. Four thousand one hundred and twenty 
pill runes are at sixty percent refinement. One thousand four hundred and eighty pill 
runes are at fifty percent!” 

The moment the voice announced that everyone‘s eyes widened as they wondered if 
they were mistaken. They wondered if the organizer had counted it wrongly. 

Ethan was only in second place. That result was too absurd. 

If Ethan was in second place, then who was first? Who had the right to be in the first 
place? 

Ethan’s body stiffened as he shouted out, “I’m second place? How is it that I am in 
second place?! My results are in the first place. You must have calculated it wrongly. 
Who could get first place other than me?!” 

Chapter 2992 
When he heard that he was in second place and only got a bronze treasure, Ethan went 
crazy. He could not accept that result, nor could he accept that he was not the best 
alchemist out of everyone there. 

Apart from him, who else could get first place and win the golden treasure? 

It was absurd! It was so absurd that all of the alchemists present could not accept or 
believe it. 

Ethan continued to shout, “There must be an error! Other than myself, no one can win 
the golden treasure. Who could potentially be stronger than me?!” 

There was only one thought in Ethan’ s mind at that moment. He did not want to think 
about anything else, or any other scenario. Ethan was someone incredibly obstinate. At 
that moment, he was sure that they had calculated the results wrongly. He was certain 
that he had actually won first place! 



Everyone’s breaths stopped. They might not be as emotional as Ethan, but they were 
still filled with curiosity and disbelief. 

That voice did not care about Ethan’s reactions at all. It said with its usual calm tone, 
“The winner of the seventh group is Jackie White! Five thousand four hundred and thirty 
pill runes were at sixty percent refinement, and only a hundred and seventy pill runes 
were at fifty percent. His results are the best, and is undoubtedly in first place!” 

All of the alchemists there were completely stunned. Almost everyone had their mouths 
opened in disbelief, wondering if they had misheard. 

Jackie was iI first place? 

His results were so amazing as well. There were 5600 pill runes, and he had 
successfully refined 5430 to a sixty percent refinement rate. Only 170 of them were at 
fifty percent refinement. 

Those results definitely put him in the first place. That old voice had clearly announced 
the results of the top three places. It sounded believable, but they could not accept that 
Jackie was in first place. They started to wonder if they were hallucinating and if 
everything was an illusion. 

Ethan widened his eyes, even forgetting to breathe. 

His mouth trembled as he said, “What did you say? Jackie is in the first place? The 
golden treasure is Jackie?! What kind of joke is this? How could he be in first place, 
have you not seen his badge?! He’s a sixth-grade alchemist. How can a sixth-grade 
alchemist get the golden treasure?!” 

At that moment, Ethan’s mind was in disarray, wondering if he had misheard, or if he 
was having a nightmare. His questions were not answered. It was as if the voice 
refused to acknowledge him. Ethan went even crazier at the lack of a response. He 
turned around violently and faced Jackie, pointing at Jackie’s chest. 

“Just look! Look at what badge is on his chest! Even the other alchemists from the same 
world look down on him. He’s just a crazy guy who only knows how to brag. He’s just 
someone who acts strange. How can he get the golden treasure? Tell me how?!” 

Ethan’s breathing got erratic as he shouted all of that. His entire body was trembling. 

Normally, there would be a lot of discussions after the first three places were 
announced, but it was incredibly quiet comparatively. Only breathing could be heard as 
everyone fell silent, not knowing what to say because everything seemed too crazy. 



Of the thirty alchemists present, only Ethan was still shouting. Even if he started to lose 
his voice, he still got no response. He was merely left with reluctance and even more 
questions in his mind. The lack of response got him even more anxious. 

Chapter 2993 
He walked over to where the alchemists from Hestia Continent gathered. He had a 
crazed expression on his face as he pushed past the alchemists in front of him until he 
arrived in front of Jackie. 

The alchemists that were pushed away thought Ethan was acting rudely, but no one 
dared to say anything. Everyone knew that Ethan had completely exploded at that 
moment, and could even kill someone. 

Ethan’s eyes were completely bloodshot. Even the muscles on his face were trembling 
as he looked at Jackie with hatred as if Jackie was his mortal enemy. 

He pointed right at Jackie’s chest, “You’re just a sixth-grade alchemist, how did you get 
the golden treasure ahead of me? It‘s not fair, there must be an error!” 

Jackie frowned as he was filled with exasperation. He never expected Ethan to be so 
crazy. Ethan’s expression was very strange like he was losing control of himself. 

Jackie sighed helplessly as he said in a relaxed tone, “I might have a sixth- grade 
alchemist badge, but it doesn’t mean my skills are that of a sixth-grade alchemist. I’ve 
been a the level of a seventh-grade alchemist for a long time, it’s just that I never got to 
take the test after being delayed by some matters. That’s why I still have a sixth- grade 
alchemist badge!” 

Jackie explained things very clearly. When everyone heard that, they started to accept 
the truth. Only Ethan remained crazed. 

He said loudly, “I don’t believe it! I refuse to believe it. You’re just a liar. A complete 
scammer. There’s no way you got the golden treasure. Even if what you say is true, so 
what? You come from Hestia Continent. You have no right to get the golden treasure at 
all. There’s no way an alchemist from Hestia Continent would beat me for first place. It’s 
impossible!” 

Jackie frowned, really wanting to slap Ethan awake at that moment. When the others 
heard what Ethan said, they all looked over. Even though Ethan’s words had deeply 
insulted Hestia Continent, there was still some logic in it. Hestia Continent had never 
won a single first place in the last six groups. 

They had only gotten second-place and third-place once respectively. That was why 
everyone looked down on Hestia Continent, feeling like they had long fallen behind. 



Alchemists from Hestia Continent were only able to get black treasures at most. When 
the alchemists from Hestia Continent heard that, they started to lose their calm. Even if 
they had their doubts as well, it did not mean they would just let someone else mock 
them. 

The gray-robed man who had talked to Jackie before could not stop himself from 
saying, “What do you mean by that? Can Hestia Continent never get first place? The 
first place can only belong to you guys? That’s absurd! Jackie’s the strongest from 
Hestia Continent. He never participated in the earlier groups, so we never got first place 
before. Now that he’s here, the first place is his!” 

Chapter 2994 
“The voice earlier has announced all your results. It’s not like you didn’t hear it. The 
results are right in front of all of us, so what are you even questioning? If you lost, then 
you lost!” 

After the gray-robed man said that, the other alchemists from the Hestia Continent 
immediately joined in, “That’s right! If you have lost, then you lost. Are you a sore loser? 
The results are clear for everyone to see. You’re just not willing to believe it.” 

“It’s not like your results are that bad. You managed to get four thousand one hundred 
and twenty pill runes to sixty percent refinement! It‘s just that Jackie’s stronger than 
you.” 

“Of the five thousand and six hundred pill runes, five thousand four hundred and thirty of 
them were at sixty percent refinement. As long as he had enough time, he would 
probably have been able to get all of them to sixty percent refinement!” 

“He came out on the third day. You only came out of the barrier at the very last moment! 
That’s the gulf between you two. Jackie just has a strange temperament. If he stayed till 
the last moment, he might actually have refined all of them to sixty percent!” 

Ethan’s whole body trembled in anger after he heard that. Before, Ethan would always 
have something to say whenever anyone questioned him, but this time he did not know 
what to say. 

They were right. The results were clear for everyone to see. There was a gulf between 
his skills and Jackie’s. There was no way he could change that. However, he refused to 
believe that those results were what Jackie had. After all, Jackie had left a deep 
impression on him. He would not easily believe that that was the truth. 

Ethan started to pant roughly like an angered lion. After a moment, his tone calmed 
down a little, “You must have cheated, or you would never have gotten this result! You 
absolutely cheated. There’s no way you’re that strong! How did you get five thousand 
four hundred and thirty pill runes to sixty percent? That’s impossible. There’s no way 
you’re better than me!” 



Those words were not convincing in the slightest. He was being a complete sore loser 
and was trying to force things his way after. 

Jackie’s lips twitched helplessly as he sighed at Ethan’s stubbornness. He said, “Can 
you please be more realistic?! You claim that I cheated, then tell me how did I cheat? 
Did I already make the Purple Sun Pill beforehand? Or was it something else?” 

There was no way to cheat at all unless Jackie had refined this pill before. Yet, to 
prevent that from happening, the voice had already said that the Purple Sun Pill did not 
exist in third-grade worlds. The Purple Sun Pill’s recipe was a secret. It was the first 
time all of them refined it. 

Ethan’s words were stopped again. 

Jackie snorted before continuing, “Didn’t you say I cheated? Then tell everyone, how 
did I cheat? Maybe you could tell everyone how it would be possible to cheat? Aren’t 
you just being a sore loser at this point? The results are already out, so what are you 
trying to argue for? Just compose yourself. I was already being nice by letting you do as 
you want before this. If you continue on, I won’t be so kind anymore.” 

Jackie could not be bothered with Ethan’s rambling anymore. If that guy really 
continued, Jackie had a lot to refute him. 

Ethan’s whole body was trembling as his mental state was on the verge of collapsing. 

Chapter 2995 
He wanted to use the excuse of Jackie cheating, but he could not figure out a way at all. 
That was because it was impossible to do so! 

Since Jackie did not cheat, then the results were real. He really had refined 5430 pill 
runes to sixty percent refinement. Compared to that, Ethan had lost horribly! 

Ethan’s heart was thumping wildly as he looked at Jackie with clenched teeth. At that 
moment, the alchemists from White Marsh continent could no longer bear to let Ethan 
continue. After all, it was a little humiliating. 

Two of the alchemists that were closer to Ethan stepped up and grabbed Ethan’s arms. 
They pulled him back as they said, “Ethan, don’t get too angry. This guy must have 
been hiding his skills the whole time. The results are already out, there’s nothing more 
to say. Let’s just go back!” 

Ethan struggled and pushed the two of them away, “The results aren’t set yet. I refuse 
to believe that this is his result. There must have been an error! I was the one who 
refined five thousand four hundred and thirty pill runes at sixty percent refinement! His 
result is mine, and my result is Jackie‘s!” 



Jackie’s lips twitched at that, not wanting to bother Ethan. Ethan would say anything for 
the sake of getting the golden treasure, even suspecting that their results had been 
flipped. He was already completely speechless at that point. He had not wanted to say 
anything, but no one knew what that guy would say if no one stopped him. 

Jackie raised his voice and said, “Do you think that the laws of the Whirling World were 
created for my sake? The one who determined the results is close to me, so he wants 
me to get first place and swap our results?” 

These questions caused Ethan to shut his mouth again. 

Jackie was right. 

Who was Jackie? How could he possibly have made the laws of the Whirling World 
twist to suit him? 

If Jackie really had that ability, he would not have needed to compete with everyone 
else. He would have just gotten the resources for himself without that much effort. 

The moment he said that Ethan swelled up like a tomato as he hung his head. The two 
alchemists behind him no longer dared to say anything. They did not want Ethan to 
continue causing a scene. It was already too embarrassing. They would only he 
laughed at if Ethan continued to struggle. They practically dragged Ethan back to his 
original spot. 

When Ethan returned, Emilio actually walked over again. At that moment, various 
emotions were in his eyes. He was naturally not as crazy as Ethan, but he was not 
completely calm either. He earnestly looked Jackie over, trying to see if he missed out 
something. 

After a long time, he had to admit that Jackie had not changed at all. Everything 
remained the same the whole time. Before, he felt like Jackie was crazy, but now he 
realized that he had just been ignorant. 

Jackie really was that strong. He had said so many strange things simply because he 
was incredibly confident in himself. 

 


